 Important queuing models with FIFO discipline
What is queueing theory?
 Mathematical analysis of queues and waiting times in stochastic systems.
 Used extensively to analyze production and service processes exhibiting random variability in market demand (arrival times) and service times.
 Queues arise when the short term demand for service exceeds the capacity  Most often caused by random variation in service times and the times between customer arrivals.  If long term demand for service > capacity the queue will explode! Why is queueing theory important?
 Capacity problems are very common in industry and one of the main drivers of process redesign  Need to balance the cost of increased capacity against the gains of increased productivity and service 
Mitigating Effects of Long Queues
1.
Concealing the queue from arriving customers
Ex. Restaurants divert people to the bar or use pagers, amusement parks require people to buy tickets outside the park, banks broadcast news on TV at various stations along the queue, casinos snake night club queues through slot machine areas.
2.
Use the customer as a resource 
